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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a computational architecture for multimodal comprehension of text and graphics. A theoretical account of the integrated conceptual structures induced by linguistic and graphical entities is presented. We exemplify these structures with the analysis of an excerpt from a report published by Point Reyes Bird Observatory (PRBO). Experimental evidence, based on the analyses of subject’s eye movement recordings was evaluated under the framework of the architecture.

1 Introduction

Multimodal communication combining language and graphics is a successful means to convey information: it includes persistent documents, such as newspaper articles, educational material and scientific papers in print media or in electronic media as well as transient oral presentations using power point or chalk-and-blackboard lectures.1 Humans seem to integrate information provided by different modalities—as language and graphics—almost always based on unconscious cognitive processes. Whereas researchers from different disciplines investigated multimodal documents of different types in different domains, research on cognitive mechanisms underlying multimodal integration is currently in a less mature state and detailed computation models of language-graphics comprehension are rare.

The focus of the present study is multimodal comprehension of expository text accompanied by graphics of a specific type, namely line graphs of functions with time-arguments and numbers as values. Figure 1 shows an excerpt from a waterbird census report2, which contained verbal information about the number of birds (1).

1 Bolinas Lagoon Population Trends

From a peak of about 60 wintering birds in 1976, numbers have declined to about 20 birds currently.

Figure 1. Trend graph depicting the number of wintering birds.

From a linguistic point of view, the process of referring, which is constituted by a referential expression, as ‘peak of about 60’, that refers to an entity of the domain of discourse, that can contain also abstract entities, as numbers, is the core of comprehension. Based on this, co-reference, the backbone of text coherence has to be established by speaker and hearer employing internal conceptual representations, which mediate between language and the domain of discourse. In processing text-graphics documents, in which both modalities contribute to a common conceptual representation, additional types of reference and co-reference relations have to be distinguished. Foremost, there exist correspond-

1 In this paper, we use the term ‘modality’ as shorthand for ‘representational modality’.

ing referential relations (reference links) between graphical entities and entities in the domain of discourse. Furthermore, there exist referential links between linguistic and graphical entities. To sum up, a layer of common conceptual representations is the place where co-reference links among conceptual entities introduced by various modalities are constructed where inter- and intra-representational coherence is established (Seufert, 2003).

A systematic investigation of multimodal comprehension of graph-text documents needs specification of referential link constructions between different representational formats, namely language and graphics. A graph-text document, either in printed or electronic media, is an external representation that includes graphical entities and textual entities.

The purpose of the present paper is to propose a computational model of integrated comprehension of language and graphics based on conceptual representations, which play the crucial role in interfacing between modalities (Jackendoff, 2007). The model is supported by experimental studies using eye-tracking methodology.

2 Integrated Comprehension of Language and Graphics

2.1 Comprehending Language and Comprehending Graphics

Language comprehension, in its most basic form, includes a set of processes that transform external linguistic representations, such as words, phrases, sentences, into internal mental representations, in particular into conceptual structures and spatial representations (Jackendoff, 1996). Comprehension includes phonological, syntactic and semantic processes, which are governed by a set of rules and constraints, often called grammar, and processes of memory retrieval and reasoning to employ knowledge about the world. Furthermore, during the last two decades psycholinguistics has intensively investigated the interaction of—in particular, spoken—language comprehension and visual perception (Ferreira & Tanenhaus, 2007) giving clear evidence that concurrent perception can affect the interpretation of discourse. The ‘language module’ depicted in Figure 2 is based on Tschander et al. (2003); their approach focuses on ‘verbally instructed navigation’, i.e., on a language comprehension task, in which processing of spatial language and spatial knowledge is essential (details of the conceptual representation language presented in this paper is discussed in section 2.3). Therefore specific components to process spatial concepts and to match spatial representations with (idealized) visual percepts are foregrounded in their approach.

Comprehension of graphs, in a similar way to language comprehension, can be seen as a set of processes that transform external representations, namely graphics, consisting of axes, tick marks, graph lines, etc., into internal conceptual and spatial representations. Graphs, unlike pictorial representations and iconic diagrams, have grammatical structures. Thus graph comprehension involves—particularly in comprehension of statistical information graphics such as line graphs—perceptual, syntactic and semantic processes (Kosslyn, 1989).

![Diagram](image-url)

**Figure 2.** The three basic components of the information flow architecture.
The ‘graph module’ depicted in Figure 2 is an adaptation of Pinker’s (1990) graph comprehension architecture. It transforms the information induced by external graphical representations, such as shape and position of graph line segments, into visual array and then into visual description by employing visual encoding processes (c.f. visual routines, Ullman, 1984). Visual description represents information about relative spatial positions of graphical entities (e.g., horizontal and vertical lines as well as segmented graph lines) and textual entities (e.g., axis labels, value labels). Visual description is then transformed into internal conceptual and spatial representations via instantiation of graph schemata. The graph schema is a long-term memory structure that includes information for specifications of gestalt atoms in graphs. For example, for a line graph, these gestalt atoms are the diagonal lines ‘/’ and ‘\’ leading to INCREASE and DECREASE concepts (see section 2.3). It is the graph schema that makes possible to process perceptual information provided by the lines on paper or on screen as entities belonging to a line graph. Whereas visual encoding corresponds to the phonological, morphological and syntactic stages of language comprehension, graph schema instantiation corresponds to the semantic and pragmatic stages.

2.2 Multimodal comprehension: Integration

Multimodal comprehension of a text-graphics document requires the integration of information contributed by both representational modalities, namely language and graphs, or in other words, the interaction between the language comprehension module(s) and the graph comprehension module(s) (cf. Schnozt, 2005, and Holsanova 2008, for kindred approaches). As discussed by Habel and Acarturk (2007), in processing text-graphics documents humans construct different types of reference and co-reference relations (cf. section 1). The underlying idea of the present study is that integrated conceptual representations mediate between language, graphics and domain entities in multimodal comprehension of language and graphics.

Figure 2 depicts the information flow between the modality specific modules and the integration processes as proposed in this paper. Since humans do language comprehension as well as graph comprehension incrementally—as empirical research in psychology and neuroscience convincingly argues for—the core research questions concerning the internal structure of the integration module are: (a) which level of incremental entities are involved in integration?, (b) which types of representations are constructed by the modality specific modules to be transferred to integration?, (c) how are these representations constructed by modality specific modules be processed?, and (d) how do integrated representations influence modality specific comprehension.?3 In the present paper we focus on questions (b) – (d), in particular on the construction of referential and co-referential links.

2.3 The role of conceptual representations in integration

In a first step, we exemplify the construction of conceptual structures by the language module with example sentence (1). The lexical information of ‘decline’ provides a conceptual representation containing a process concept

\[
\text{\textsc{decrease of value}(\textsc{temp}_{-}\textsc{value}, \ldots)}. \]

We focus here only on two arguments of this process, namely a temporal argument, which can be filled by an interval, and value argument, that can be filled by an entity of an ordered structure, which functions as the domain of the value, here the \textsc{number}-domain. By using such abstract representations, which generalize over different value domains, it is possible to catch the common properties ‘decline of number’, ‘loss of weight’, and others. The temporal argument, which is necessary for all process and event concepts, stands for the ‘temporal interval during which the whole process is occurring’; in sentence (1) the beginning of the interval is explicitly specified. Putting this together, the process concept \textsc{decrease of value} stands for a specification of a mapping from the temporal domain in the value domain, or—using the terminology of topology—for a ‘path’ in the value space. Moreover, the lexical information of ‘decline’ provides \textsc{source} and \textsc{goal} arguments to be filled optionally. Sentence (1) supplies ‘peak of about 60’ [via a \textsc{from-PP}] and ‘about 20’[via a \textsc{to-PP}].

The task of the second phase of line graph comprehension (as depicted in figure 2), the con-

---

3 Figure 2 is undetermined with respect to the internal structure of the integration module as well as to the details of the interaction processes since these question are only partially answered up to now.

4 The system of conceptual and spatial representations we use is a computation-oriented extension of Jackendoff’s conceptual semantics (see, Jackendoff 2007) described in Eschenbach et al. (2000) Tschander et al. (2003).
struction of structured visual descriptions, in particular contains this: descriptions of relevant parts of the graph line, their geometrical properties and spatial relations between these parts. In this step, the system of spatial representations plays the role of a descriptive inventory, which is accessed by visual routines. We exemplify this with salient parts of the trend graph for Horned Grebes (cf. figure 1). Visual segmentation of the line graph leads to—inter alia—a line, which overall direction is vertical and which possesses one local maximum of curvature. Figure 3.a depicts the correspondence between an idealized shape of this type and its structured description by a spatial representation. Figure 3.b depicts the correspondence between a complex part of the line graph, namely a sequence of line segments, which has an overall horizontal orientation, and a abbreviated spatial description of that graphical constellation.\footnote{A detailed description of these steps is beyond the scope of this paper. De Winter & Wagemans (2006) give a thorough overview about segmentation processes in perceiving line drawings.}

Figure 3. A sample set of integral conceptual representation.

In contrast to the more general visual encoding processes the following sub-module, graph schema instantiation in Pinker’s (1990) terminology, has the task to interpret elements as parts of graphs. In the Horned Grebe graph, for example, the vertically extreme \textit{Point_of_maximal_curvature}, which is characterized as connection point between two roughly vertically oriented lines, will be determined as a \textit{Peak} of graph line. Since the x-axis of the trend graph in question refers to the temporal domain, the 'natural order' of time, leads to an inherent orientation of the line segments: Thus the most left part of the trend graph has to be interpreted as an \textit{increase}, the following—after the \textit{Peak}—as a \textit{decrease}.

As the Horned Grebe example shows, both modality specific comprehension via contribute via conceptual representations based on a common conceptual inventory and the referential links build up during comprehension to an integrated and—hopefully—coherent interpretation of the text graphics document: The verb ‘decline’ provides decrease conceptualizations, as well as the application of graph schemata. The linguistically mentioned ‘peak’ is source of two referential links, one the one hand, to a domain-entity, namely an approximate number of birds, on the other hand, to a graphical entity.

In the second part of this paper, we present empirical evidence for the process descriptions presented in this section.

3 Eye Movements in Multimodal Comprehension

The investigation of eye movement parameters has been a widely used research method for the investigation of online comprehension processes in psycholinguistics research (Staub & Rayner, 2007), graph comprehension research (Shah & Vekiri, 2005), as well as in multimodal discourse analysis (Holsanova, 2008). But, as of our knowledge, there is no systematic analysis of eye movement behavior on graph-text documents.

3.1 The Experiment

We conducted two experiments, both based on the material exemplified in Section 1. In Experiment 1, ninety-one graduate or undergraduate students were presented 42 graph lines in rectangular frame, without any labels or numbers. The graphs were redrawn based on the original source (see fn. 2). The subjects were informed that they would see a set of graphs on the screen, each for three seconds; and they were expected to inspect the graphs as they change automatically.

In Experiment 2, text-graph constellations were presented to 36 graduate or undergraduate students. Each subject was presented twelve text-graph documents, similar to the one in Figure 4. The figure also shows resulting eye movement patterns on the presented stimuli.

The stimuli were based on the texts and graphs in the original source, after redrawing of graphs and modifications of text for systematic investigation. There were two factors in Experiment 2: the shape of the graph line (with three condi-
tions) and the number of graph-related sentences in the text (with four conditions). We call these target sentences. The text in each stimulus consisted of three parts in the mentioned order: (1) several sentences before the target sentences (namely, pre-target sentences). These were not related to the graph, presenting information such as breeding, migration etc. (2) The target sentences. (3) Several sentences after the target sentences (post-target sentences). These were not related to the graph. The subjects were informed that they would see inventory information about wintering birds; they were expected to investigate the presented information and then to answer some questions. A 50 Hz eye tracker recorded eye movements of the subjects in both experiments.

![Figure 4. Sample eye movement protocol.](image)

### 3.2 Results

In this section, a partial summary of the results of the experiments is presented. First, we discuss the results concerning the characteristics of eye movement behavior in a qualitative manner. Based on the eye movement recordings, fixation maps can be drawn, as exemplified in Figure 5. This fixation map is based on the fixation counts of all the subjects on one of the graphs presented in Experiment 1. In this figure, the red, yellow and green regions show fixation distribution in decreasing order.

![Figure 5. Sample fixation map.](image)

Since the graphs were not accompanied by text in Experiment 1, the resulting fixation maps reflect the visually salient regions. In other words, these patterns were not-linguistically-guided fixation patterns. In Experiment 2, part of the stimuli of the first experiment was presented with accompanying text. We have divided the fixations on the graph region in Experiment 2 into three groups for analysis: (1) the fixations before the target sentences were read (namely, pre-target phase fixations). These occurred generally at the beginning of the reading of the text. (2) The fixations immediately after reading the target sentences (target-phase fixations). (3) The fixations after the target sentences were read. (post-target phase fixations). These occurred generally at the end of the reading phase. In this study, we focus on the first two types of fixations.

The fixations on the graph region were transcribed based on their location and total gaze time. A qualitative comparison of the fixation patterns, based on the exemplified stimuli in Figure 4 revealed that in Experiment 2, the pre-target phase fixation patterns were different than the target-phase fixation patterns. Furthermore, the target phase fixation patterns of Experiment 2 were different than the not-linguistically-guided fixation patterns obtained in Experiment 1. In other words, different fixation maps were obtained in linguistically-guided and not-linguistically-guided inspection of the same graph.

A further analysis of the target-phase fixations in Experiment 2 was performed by quantitative comparisons of the fixation counts and gaze times on the graph proper (the fixations on the numbers and labels were excluded) that occurred after the two target sentences of the accompanying text: “The number of birds declined after 1975” and “The number of birds remained stable around 100 after 1985”. The results showed that after the ‘decline’ target sentence, the mean fixation count was higher on the decline-line than the mean fixation count on the remain-line of the graph, $t(16) = 4.76, p < .01$. On the other hand, after the ‘remain’ target sentence, the mean fixation count was higher on the remain-line than the mean fixation count on the decline-line of the graph, $t(11) = -5.70, p < .01$. On the other hand, in Experiment 1, there was no significant difference between the mean fixation count on the decline-line and the one on the remain-line, $t(90) = 1.86, p = .07$. Parallel results were found for gaze times. In summary, quantitative analyses revealed partial evidence that the linguistic repre-

---

6 The number of target sentences had four conditions from one sentence to four sentences. For the purpose of this study, we compare the fixations only after the first and second target sentences.
sentations with different conceptual representations, in our case the ‘decline’ and the ‘remain’ sentences resulted in significant differences between mean fixation counts and gaze times.

4 Discussion

In the present paper we proposed a computational architecture for multimodal comprehension of text graphics documents. We analyzed comprehension processes in terms of the interaction between the information induced by graphical and linguistic entities at conceptual level. We presented experimental support for the architecture by the analysis of eye movement patterns and parameters. First, we presented evidence for the difference between linguistically-guided and not-linguistically-guided inspection of graphs. Second, the findings of Experiment 2 revealed a difference between the fixations that followed the ‘decline’ sentence and the ‘remain’ sentence.

5 Conclusion

The interaction between language and graphs, as the two representational modalities, is not a well-investigated domain compared to research on multimodal comprehension of pictorial or diagrammatical illustrations. Methodologically, compared to research on eye movement control in reading, the studies that investigate eye movement behavior in multimodal documents have a relatively premature state due to abundant types of visual representations. This study contributes on both theoretical and experimental aspects of research on multimodal graph-text comprehension.
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